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WINTER SECURITY OPERATIONS

PURPOSE
This bulletin serves as a friendly reminder regarding winter security operations.

BACKGROUND
The winter season is here, and with it comes inclement weather and colder temperatures. The nature of this shift brings about changes to our operations and environment. To help maintain the security of the airport during the winter months, LGB has a few helpful tips and practices listed below:

Access Points
Rain, wind, and cold temperatures can prevent access points from opening, closing, and/or latching. It is always your responsibility to ensure a gate or door has closed and is secured before leaving. Physically checking the access point after it has shut is the best way to ensure it is secure. Immediately report any problems with airport-operated gates to the Communications Center at 562-570-2640.

Escorting
Rain and wind may not always be enjoyable; however, you must always stay in eye and earshot of your escortee, even outdoors.

ID Media
ID media must always be worn on the outermost garment, below the neck, and above the waist. It is your responsibility to challenge any individual in a restricted security area that does not have or is not correctly displaying ID media.

POINT OF CONTACT
If you have any questions regarding this bulletin, please contact the Badging and Access Control Office via e-mail at LGBbadging@longbeach.gov or phone or 562-570-2618.
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